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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the response time provided to
jobs in a time-shared computer systems environment. The
main thrust of this paper is to extend all known results
and any future results for such scheduling algorithms so
as to create a continuum of response time functions by
introducing a single degree ' of freedom into our model.
Thus, given any scheduling algorithm, its performance may
be made to vary continuously from its original form to
that of the first-co~e-first-served scheduling algorithm
by means of this degree of freedom. The solution for this
continuum is simply expressed in terms of the solution for
the original scheduling algorithm and the implementation
of this degree of freedom in any computer system is
extremely simple. The class of queueing systems considered is of the M/G/l type.

The problem of scheduling many job requests competing for
service on the central processing unit (CPU) of a timeshared computer system has been studi~d for a number of
years [1-16]. The major effort has been directed at solving for the expected response time T(t) which is the
average time a job spends in the system given that it
requires t se~onds of service from the CPU. Methods
from queueing theory have been useful in studying these
highly preemptive scheduling algorithms for allocating
time on the CPU among the various competing jobs.

•
•

A number of important algorithms have emerged from these
;studies, notably the round robin (RR) [3,14], the gene,r alized foreground-background (FB) [4,7], and, of course, the
common first-come-first-served (FCFS). The object of the
:scheduling algorithm is to give rapid response times to
, short jobs (at the expense of the longer jobs) in some
"equitable" fashion. The FCFS algorithm provides no dis. crimination on the basis of j ob length and therefore
occupies one extreme in the set of possible behaviors
available from time-sharing systems; this procedure is the
simplest form of "batch-processing." The FB algorithm
operates as follows: the CPU (service facility) is preempted by that job in the system which has so far received
least service. This algorithm occupies the other extreme
in its ultimate discrimination in favor of the very
shortest jobs and thereby provides the most detrimental
behayior to the very longest jobs. Between these two
extremes lies the well-known RR system in which all jobs
currently in the system share the CPU equally in the sense
that when n jobs are competing for service, they each
receive service at the rate of l/n seconds per second
of elapsed time. The RR system occupies a special place
in the study of time-shared scheduling algorithms in that
it is "eminently fair" [IS]. This refers to the fact that
the normalized response time T(t)/t (normalized with
respect to a job's required service time) is constant;
taking this ratio as a "penalty rate" it is clear that
customers are discouraged either from partitioning their
jobs into smaller ones or from grouping theirs with others
to create larger ones.
The queueing model used in these studies is that of an
M/G/l system with a preemptive scheduling algorithm for
allocating time on the CPU (server). Recently [1] tight
bounds have been placed on the response time T(t) as a
function of t; that is, functions TL(t) and TU(t)
have been established for any M/G/l system in the sense
that TL(t) 2 T(t) 2 TU(t) arid, in fact, these are the
tightest bounds possible. Thus, the range of possible
values for T(t) has been established. A remaining question is how one might synthesize a scheduling algorithm
which yields a desired feasible response time in this permitted range. The three algorithms mentioned above, as '
well as numerous others, provide examples of achievable
behavior but, as yet, the necessary and sufficient conditions for a function T(t) to be a response time function,
are unknown.
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Previous studies have been directed toward specif1c algorithms ' and their behavior. In this paper we present a
method whereby it is possible to create a continuum of
algori thms from any given one. The cont1nuum is achieved
by varying a single parameter in our model and permits a
performance variation which ranges from the original algorithm to that of the FCFS algorithm in a continuous
' fashion. If the original algorithm's mean response time
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feedback from the service box to the queue box. Since
those customers in the service box are attempting to "run
away" with the service facility, we choose to call these
"selfish" scheduling algorithms. The parameters a and S
will appear in our results as a ratio,' (B/a) whose value
may be varied in a continuous way in order to achieve a
variety of system behaviors as shown below.

has already been solved for, then by our procedure we may
immediately write down the mean response time for the continuum; on the other hand, if the distribution (or its
transform) is given analytically, then so too is that for
the continuum by the methods developed in this paper.
Below we present the model, the analysis, and finally some
examples and discussion of this class of continuous algorithms.

ANALYSIS

TIlE MODEL

Of interest to us is the response time (time in system)
conditioned on the required service time (t). Since the
response time equals the sum of the waiting time and the
service time, it is sufficient to solve for the waiting
time itself. Below we obtain a result for the Laplace ,
transform of the density associated with this conditional
waiting time and which we denote by w*(slt). The mean
waiting time conditioned on this service time will be
denoted by

The class of queueing systems we consider are of the form
M/G/l. The Poisson arrivals are assumed to occur at an
average rate of A per second and the distribution of
time required in the CPU (the service time distribution)
will be denoted by B(t) with first and second moments
denoted by
denoted by t , ~d t 2 , ' respectively,.
We refer to our algorithms as "selfish scheduling algori thms" (SSA), the concept for which was first introduced
in [13]. The principal behind this model is that all customers in the computer system currently requesting service
are divided into two groups: those in a "queue box" waiting for service; and those in a "service box" sharing the
facility in a fashion which we shall refer to as the "raw"
scheduling algorithm. This raw scheduling algorithm may
be of any type, as for example any of those already discussed above (RR, FB, FCFS, etc.). An arrival always
enters the queue box first, where his priority (a numerical
value) increases from zero at a positive rate a; similarly, whenever a job is in the service box, his priority
increases at a positive rate a (regardless if he is
sharing the CPU or merely waiting in the service box for
access to the CPU). See Figs. 1 and 2. All customers
possess the same parameters a,a and we restrict our
attention to the case 0 ~ a < a.

Wet) ~ E[waiting timelt seconds of
service required on the CPU]
Clearly, in terms of our earlier definition,

must have

•

t

(2)

B*(s)

~~OOe-stdB(t)

(3)

o
be the transform associated ' with the service time density •
and
p

~

At

(4)

be the usual utilization factor for the system.
we define

~

A(1 -

Moreover,

~)

(5)

and
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p'

Figure 1.
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Furthermore, let

A'
NEW

= Wet)

T(t)

(1)

~ P (1 - ~)
= A' t
a

(6)

Let us assume that we have solved for the behavior of the
raw scheduling algorithm in an isolated M/G/l time-sharing
system (i.e., one with no queue box); assume that the
transform for the conditional waiting time in this case is

Decomposition of the SSA System

given by w~(slt) where we have explicitly noted the
dependence of this result upon the Poisson arrival parameter A. In this isolated case the mean waiting time and
mean response time will be denoted by WA(t)
respectively.

and TA(t) ,

We wish to solve for w*(slt) in terms of wxCslt) and
other system parameters; in a~dition, we wish to express

TIME

Wet) or T(t) in terms of WA(t) or TA(t). The principal result of this paper is given in the following
theorem.
Figure 2.

Calculation of the Conditional
Arrival Rate to the Service Box

Theorem

A customer will pass from the queue box to the service box
when his priority climbs to a value equal to the priority
of the customers in the service box (note that all customers in the service box have the same priority, which grows
at a rate a). Since 0 < 8 < a, a customer who was
originally placed in the queue box must sooner or later '
catch up with those customers in the service box and join
them to share the service facility in a fashion dictated by
the raw scheduling algorithm*; in particular, there is no

For any selfish scheduling algorithm (SSA) with parameters A, p, S, and a, and for which p < 1, we have
w* (s It)

(7)

where WX, (s It) is the transform of the conditional waiting time density for the raw scheduling algorithm in isolation with a Poisson arrival rate X as given in
Eq. (5). Moreover,

*In any case when the service box empties completely, then
that customer (if any) with the highest value of priority
in the queue box will immediately pass to the service box,
at which time his priority growth rate drops from a to 8.
A customer arriving to an empty system passes directly into

the service box (and his priority then grows from zero at a
rate B).

Ire 7

I

1 - P )(S - A' + A'B*(S))"'*
( y-:--pt
s _ X + XB*(s) WA' (s t)
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A't 2
A' ~
T(t) = 2(d _ p) - 2(1 _ pt) + TA' (t)

(8)

•
•

where. again. TA' (t) is the mean conditional response
time * for' the raw scheduling algori thm at an input rate A'.
Proof
Let us 'f ollow a tagged customer through the system and
condition his service requirement to be t seconds. In
Fig. 2 ~e have portrayed the case in which our tagged
customer arrives at an instant t . At time t3 his
l
priority has increased to that of those in the service
box. at which point he enters the service box. The
arrival rate of customers to the service box. conditioned
on -the presence of our 'tagged customer in that box. will
be denoted by A' (typically different from A which is
the arrival rate of jobs 'to the overall system) but will
still be a Poisson arrival process [13]. Thus we see that
~e, service box itself (conditioned on the presence of our
tagged customer in that box) is also an M/G/l system with
average arrival rate
and with service distribution
B(t) which is the same as for the overall system. This
turns out to be the key to analyzing the SSA systems.

X

•
•

Let us now calculate A'. Referring once again to Fig. 2
we have indicated a second arrival to the system at time
t2 where an average , interarrival time is of course l/A.
These two adjacent arrivals will arrive to the service
box at a slightly slower rate. namely A' where their
interarrival time (t - t ) is shown in the figure. We
4
3
are sure that the service box does not empty during this
ihterval since we are calculating the service box arrival ,
rate conditioned on the presence of the tagged customer
in that box. We may calculate the vertical offset y in
two different ways as shown from the geometry of that
diagram: .

depend only upon a and S. In particular. then the
flow of customers from the queue box to the service box
will occur at a rate A' if the serv~ce box is not idle
(and at an ~nfinite rate if the service box goes idle and
if the queue box is not empty). Thus. whereas the functions W*(s t) and V*(s t) will depend upon the scheduling algorithm. their ratio Q*(s) wiil be independent of
that algorithm.
'
~ill

Let us assume that we ,have solved for the behavior of the
raw scheduling algorithm in an isolatep M/G/l time-sharing
system. In particular. let US assume that we have calculated.the transfo~ o~ the conditional wasted time wr(slt).
In th1s case then 1t 1S clear that for the service box of
the SSA system we must have. using this raw scheduling
algorithm in that box.

I = W~,
" (s It)

V* (s t)

(10)

We must now solve for' Q*(s) in order to complete our
solution. . Th~s task is simple since the time spent' in the
queue box.1s.1ndependent of the raw scheduling algorithm
and also 1S 1ndependent of the tagged customer's service
time. Therefore. let us choose a specific raw scheduling
algor~thm. the FCFS algorithm. in order to solve for Q'* (s).
In th1s case, the overall SSA system really becomes one
l~rge F.CF~ system since the oldest 'c ustomer in this system
w111 rece1ve the full attention of the server. Furthermore, the service box itself behaves as an FCFS M/G/l
system with an arrival rate A'. From these two observations and from the well-known Pollaczek-Khinchin transform
equation for the waiting time in a FCFS M/G/l system [17].
we may write down immediately
w*(slt)

s(l - p)
s - A + AB* (s)

y

and
v*(slt)
which therefore ,g ives

These last two equations hold only when the raw scheduling
algorithm is FCFS. but we have already established that
the ratio Q*(s) will be independent of this algorithm
and so we have immediately from Eq ~ (9) that

This is consistent with Eq. (5).
We have already defined W*(s It) as the transform for
,the waiting time density conditioned on t seconds of
service. , whose mean is given by Wet). Let us further
define: s*(slt) as the transform of the conditional
response time whose mean is T(t); Q*(slt) as the transform of the conditional density of the total time a cOStomer spends in the queue box; y*(slt) as the transform
of the conditional density of the time a customer, spends
in the service box;, and V* (s I t) as the transform of the
conditional density of waiting time in the service box
with mean Vet). It is intuitively clear (and can be
shown rigo.rous ly [16]) that the time our tagged customer
spends in the queue box is independent of the time he
waits in the service box. As , a result Q*(slt) will be
inde~endent of t
and may therefore be written as
Q*(slt) = Q*(s). Furthermore, the total waiting time in
the system for our tagged customer will be the sum of the
time he waits in the queue box and the time he waits in
the service box; since these are independent. we have
immediately

.'
•

w*(slt)

s(l - pt)
+ 'A' B* (s)

s - A'

= Q*(s)v*(slt)

(9)

Moreover, the time spent in the ' queue box will be independent of the , raw scheduling algorithm (so long as it is
a conservative** algorithm. the case of interest here) and
I

*If we replace T by ' w in this equation. then we have
the corresponding result for the mean conditional waiting
time.
**A conservative algorithm is one w~ich neither creates
nor destroys "work"; that is, all arriving customers must
be served to completion ' with no overhead and the server
must never go idle when customers are awaiting service [17].
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Q*(s)

= (~)I.s

-

A' + A' 8*(S))
, l ,-p' \S-A+AB*(S)

Using this last general result and Eq. (10) we may then
substitute back into Eq. (9) to yield the final solution
for the transform of the conditional waiting time density
in an arbitrary SSA system. thus establishing Eq. (7).
Using the usual moment .generati'ng properties of Laplace
transforms. that is -Wet) = ;~ , dw*(slt)/dS. we immediately obtain the mean conditional waiting time and from
this simply obtain the mean conditional response time as
given in Eq. (8). This completes the proof of our main
theorem.
'
Let us now consider a cascade of SSA systems. In particular. consider Fig. 1 with parameters a
and SI corresl
ponding to the original a and S parameters described
earlier. Assume now that the service box itself is an SSA
system with its own queue box and its own service box with
parameters a 2 and S2' Let us continue this iterated
structure in which each service box contains its own queue
box and service box down to say N levels. Effectively
we have now defined N raw scheduling algorithms. , the nth
~f which has a response ftDlction which we shall denote by
w~(slt.n)

(for a system Poisson input rate of

A).

We

assume that the innermost raw schedulin~ algorithm (the
Nth) has a known performance function W~(slt,N). We may
easily analyze the overall performance of this casc'aded
system by applying our main theorem iteratively. For this
purpose l~t us defirie An = An_l[l - Ce n / a n )] , Pn = Ant

ITe 7

for

n

1, 2,

N (and

scheduling algorithm. We may also establish this result by
noting from Eqs. (5~ and (6) that in this limit (6 = 0)
then AI= A and P = p. We have from Eq. (7) then

AO = A, Po = p) and

With these definitions we have immediately that
w*(slt)

= g(O,l)

which shows that the performance is identical to that of
the raw scheduling algorithm.

W~ (slt,l)
1

This last corresponds exactly to Eq. 7 where AI= Al
and . pI
PI' Continuing, we note that the first service
box is itself an SSA system and so we may apply Eq. 7
again to yie Id

wt

(s

It, 1)

g(1,2) W~ (slt,2)

1

Let us demonstrate the behavior of these SSA systems by
means of some examples. First, we consider the selfish
round robin (SRR) system in which the raw scheduling algorithm is RR. From Eq. (8) we have immediat.ely that
l

(slt,n) = g(n, n+l)

t

2(1-pl)

(11)

I-pI

which' is easily converted to the form
T(t)

n

2(1 - p)

2

-~~~+---

2

and in general

W~

A t

T(t)

w~

(sit, n+l)

n

= 1,2, .•• ,N-l

6/a TFCFS(t)
=~

+ [1 _~]
1 _ pI TRR ( t )

where TFCFS(t) is the mean conditional response time in a •
FCFS M/G/l system and TRR(t) is the mean conditional re-

n+l

This immediately leads tp the following solution for our
cascaded SSA system

sponse time in a RR M/G/l system (TRR(t) = tiel - p));
this exposes the nature 'of the linear mixing of the SRR
system. It is well known that TRR(tO) = TFCFS(tO) for

w*(slt) = g(0,1)g(1,2) ... g(n-l, N) W~ (slt,N)

2-

to = t /2t. Below in Fig. 3 we give an example for the
mean conditional waiting time in the SRR system for the
case of exponential service time. In Fig. 4 we give the
standard deviation of the waiting time for the same system.

N

The product of the g functions simplifies through
successive cancellations, yielding finally

As a second example we consider the SFB system which has an

l-P)(S-A +AB*(S))"
w*(slt)= (- N
N*
W~ (slt,N)
1 - PN
s - A + AB (s)
N

FB ·raw scheduling algorithm.

2
, It 2
_A_I_t=--_ + __I\_..::t:..-'="' + _t__
2(1 - pI)
2(1 - pl)2
1 - pIt

T(t)

We further note that ~N = A[l - (6 l / a )][1 - (6 2/a 2)] .•.
l
[1 - (6N/~)] and so for fixed · {6n/an} we may then find

This gives

2 (1 - p)

t

where

a ratio 6/a such that AN = A[l - (6/a)]. If we now
use these values of a and 6 in a single stage SSA
system, we have:

ktt

= ft

k

x

k

dB(x) + t [1 - B(t)]

o

Corollary

·and Pt = Att and P~ = Altt
For the same system as in
the two previous figures we find that the SFB system
•
produces Figs. 5 and 6 below.

The iterated SSA system provides no generality beyond
that 'of the ,single stage SSA system.
DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES

•

20

Let us now examine the range of possible behavior for the
SSA systems as we vary the ratio 6/a over its values.
From the basic structure of the selfish scheduling algorithms we see when 0 < a = 6 that the system behaves in
a pure FCFS fashion since those in the queue box can never
catch those in the service box and therefore the oldest
arrival will be served to completion. In this case
(6/a = 1) we see from Eqs. (5) and (6) that AI = pI = 0;
in this c·a se the waiting time will be zero with probability
1 for any raw scheduling algorithm and so W~(slt) = 1.
Thus we are immediately led to

SRR
p - 0.76

16

MIM/1

12
-;r

i
8

l~m W*(slt) =
s(l - p)
6-a
s - A .+ ~B*(s)

This is the classical Pollaczek~Khinchin transform equation
for the waiting time density in an FCFS system, which confirms our earlier reasoning that this limiting case behaves
in a pure FCFS fashion.
At the other extreme we note that when 0 = 6 then customers enter with and always maintain a priority value of
zero; therefore, all customers in the system will always be
in the service box an~ our SSA algorithm reduces to the raw

lIe 7
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Figure 3.
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-1 • FCFS

5

6

Average Waiting Time Functions for the SRR
Systems with Exponential Service Distribution.
A = 0.75, t = 1.0

20
SAA
p - 0.71
M/M/1

18

~et us now demonstrate the behavior of the mean conditional time for dif£erent service time distributions. In
Fig. 7 we show this function for the SPB algorithm with a
two-stage Erlangian service time distribution for the same
value of p = 0.75 as in our earlier examples. Similarly,
in Pig. 8 we show the SPB case with hyperexponential service time; again we haye ~ = 0.75 with the mean service
time of the two stages of the hyperexponential system
equal to 0.2 and 1.8 seconds, respectivel~.
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Standard Deviation of the Waiting Time for
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Distribution. A = 0.75, t = 1.0
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•
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Average Waiting Time Functions for the SFB
Systems with 2-Stage Erlangian Service
Distribution. A = 0.75, t = 1.0
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Average Waiting Time Functions for the SFB
Systems with Hyperexponential Service
Distribution. A = 0.75, t = 1.0
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In this paper we have extended the class of selfish scheduling algorithms beyond that discussed in [13]. ' Our principal result was to show that the SSA algorithm permits us
to take any solved system and immediately display the
results ~or an SSA, system in which the origin~l algorithm

Standard Deviation of the Waiting Time for
the SFB Systems with Exponential Service
Distribution. A = 0.75, t = 1.0
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appears as the raw scheduling algorithm. This provides us
with a continuum of systems which depend upon the parameter
S/a and which will give a performance which ranges from
the FCFS system all the ~ay through to the raw scheduling
algorithm itself.
This generality may be obtained with almost no cost of
implementation in a computer system. 'The implementation
merely consists of counting at a rate a for units in the
queue box and at a rate S for all tho~e in the service
box. Furthermore, the evaluation of system performance
for these systems may be expressed very simply in terms ' of
the raw scheduling algorithm system performance as given
in the main theorem above.
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